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The twin Higgs mechanism keeps the scalar sector of the Standard Model (SM) natural while remaining
consistent with the nonobservation of new colored particles at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In this
construction the heavy twin Higgs boson provides a portal between the SM particles and the twin sector,
but is quite challenging to discover at colliders. In the fraternal twin Higgs setup, where light twin quarks
are absent, we study a novel discovery channel for the heavy twin Higgs boson by considering its decay to a
pair of light Higgs bosons, one of which subsequently decays to glueball states in the twin sector, leading to
displaced vertex signatures. We estimate the sensitivity of existing LHC searches in this channel, and assess
the discovery potential of the high luminosity (HL) LHC. We show that the glueballs probed by these
searches are outside the sensitivity of existing searches for exotic decays of the light Higgs boson. In
addition, we demonstrate that the displaced signals we consider probe a region of heavy Higgs masses
beyond the reach of prompt signals. We also comment on the possibility of probing the input parameters of
the microscopic physics and providing a way to test the twin Higgs mechanism with this channel.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.075029

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of the Higgs boson [1,2], a dedicated
experimental program has sprung up to determine its
properties. The scalar nature of the Higgs makes it
especially interesting. Considering the Standard Model
(SM) as an effective field theory (EFT), one would
generically expect an elementary scalar to have a mass
near the cutoff of the theory, or equivalently the scale of
new physics, unless protected by a symmetry [3–5]. So far,
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has seen no evidence of
strongly coupled dynamics connected to the Higgs boson,
or colored symmetry partners typically required for new
symmetries to stabilize the weak scale. Precision electroweak measurements predating the LHC also imply that the
scale of new physics is greater than about 5 TeV [6]. Thus,
even if new states appearing at that scale cancel the UV
sensitivity to higher energies, there remains the little
hierarchy problem connected to the tuning required for a
light Higgs boson below the scale of new physics.
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Realizations of neutral naturalness [7–21] provide a
solution to the little hierarchy problem while explaining
the lack of new particles at the LHC. These models posit
symmetry partners to SM fields that are not charged under
SM color, explaining null results at the LHC [22]. The
prime example of such a set up is the twin Higgs [7].
In the original twin Higgs framework, the entire SM,
including its gauge groups, is duplicated in a twin sector,
which is related to the visible sector by a discrete Z2
symmetry. In addition, the Higgs potential exhibits an
approximate global symmetry, SUð4Þ × Uð1Þ in the simplest versions, in which the electroweak gauge symmetries
of both sectors are embedded. The SM Higgs doublet is
among the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone bosons (pNGBs)
resulting from the spontaneous breaking of this global
symmetry, making it naturally light. The mass of the
physical Higgs boson is protected from large quantum
corrections by a combination of the global symmetry and
the Z2 .
While the initial realization of the twin Higgs mechanism
faithfully doubles the SM field content, the theory can be
natural with only the third generation in the twin sector.
Indeed, cosmology seems to favor removing the lighter
twin states and the twin photon, though mirror twin
cosmologies continue to be fruitfully explored [23–26].
The so-called fraternal twin Higgs (FTH) model [27]
realizes this more minimal setup.
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The FTH model also contains viable dark matter candidates, such as the dark baryons as asymmetric dark matter
[28,29], and other possibilities [30–32]. Cosmological
issues connected to large and small scale structure [33]
and baryogenesis [34] can also be addressed.
A less studied aspect of the twin Higgs construction is
the radial mode of the Higgs sector. Like the light Higgs
boson, this heavier state provides a portal between the SM
and twin states. In fact, without introducing new states not
dictated by the Z2 symmetry [35], or kinetic mixing
between the SM and twin hypercharge, these two scalars
are the only low-energy portals between the sectors,
making their study particularly important. Though the light
Higgs h couples more strongly to visible states, the heavy
Higgs H is more strongly coupled to the twin states. This
reduces its production cross section at the LHC, making it
difficult to discover and study. The decay modes of this
heavy twin Higgs were discussed in FTH-like contexts
[27,36] and its LHC phenomenology has been recently
explored [37,38]. These studies confirm the difficulty of
using conventional collider searches to discover the heavy
twin Higgs.
Fortunately, there is an alternative search strategy. In the
FTH scenario, the lightest twin hadrons are glueballs. The
lightest of the glueball states has the right quantum
numbers to mix with the light Higgs, inducing decays to
SM states with a macroscopic decay length. The exotic
decays of the light Higgs into these glueball states can be a
powerful probe of the FTH scenario [39,40]. Of course, the
heavy Higgs itself can decay into twin glueballs as well.
While these displaced vertex (DV) signatures of the heavy
Higgs have been pointed out, they are only now being
systematically explored [41].
The glueballs, if discovered, would also offer valuable
insight into the nature of the twin sector. Their mass and
decay length can yield information about the running of the
twin QCD coupling as well as the magnitude of the
coupling between the light Higgs and the twin quarks,
potentially offering a consistency check of the Z2 symmetry structure of the underlying theory. Combined with an
observation of the signal cross section, which contains
additional information about the coupling between the light
and heavy Higgs bosons, the consistency check can be
extended to the full symmetry structure of the twin Higgs
framework.
In this work we show how displaced decays can be used
to discover the heavy twin Higgs at the LHC. We begin in
Sec. II by reviewing the salient features of the twin Higgs
scenario. Section III then describes the properties of twin
glueballs in the FTH framework. In Sec. IV we study the
reach of existing LHC searches for the glueballs, and we
assess the future discovery potential in this channels. In
particular, while for glueballs with shorter decay length the
production of either Higgs boson with a decay directly to
glueballs appears challenging to discover, we demonstrate

that the process H → hh → bbG0 G0 has better prospects
and can be used to discover the heavy twin Higgs at the
LHC. We also comment on how this channel may offer a
way to explore the structure of the twin sector. We conclude
in Sec. V.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE TWIN HIGGS SCENARIO
In this section we review the salient aspects of the FTH
framework, leaving additional details to the Appendix. The
scalar sector contains a fundamental of SUð4Þ, H, which is
composed of two doublets HA and HB under the gauged
SUð2ÞA × SUð2ÞB subgroup, where we associate the label
A with the SM sector and B with the twin sector. As
mentioned in the introduction, this symmetry structure
includes the SM Higgs boson h as a pNGB once the SUð4Þ
is spontaneously broken.
Since our focus is on the production and decay of the
light and heavy Higgs bosons at the LHC, we consider their
interactions in detail. Adopting the notation of Ref. [8], the
scalar potential can be written as
V ¼ −μ2 ðH†A H A þ H †B HB Þ þ λðH†A H A þ H †B HB Þ2
þ m2 ðH†A HA − H†B HB Þ þ δ½ðH †A HA Þ2 þ ðH†B HB Þ2 :
ð1Þ
The m2 and δ terms break the global SUð4Þ symmetry of
the Higgs sector, so they must be significantly smaller than
μ2 and λ respectively for the Higgs to be a pNGB. The
radiative generation of these terms by gauge and Yukawa
interactions is small enough for this purpose.
It is also useful to introduce a nonlinear parametrization
of the global symmetry [38], including the radial mode σ,
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After going to unitary
pﬃﬃﬃgauge in the A sector as well, h1 ¼ 0
and h2 ¼ ðv þ ρÞ= 2, which leads to
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pﬃﬃﬃ
with ϑ ≡ v=ðf 2Þ. It follows that the vector and fermion
particle masses in each sector satisfy
mTwin ¼ mSM cot ϑ:

ð6Þ

The scalar masses do not follow this simple relation. The
scalar potential in Eq. (1) leads to mass mixing between the
physical pNGB ρ and the radial mode σ. We see this by
rewriting the potential as
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−μ − m cos
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ð7Þ
Demanding that the one-point functions of the two physical
scalars vanish leads to the conditions
μ2 þ m2 cosð2ϑÞ ¼ f 2 ½2ðλ þ δÞ − δ sin2 ð2ϑÞ;
m2

¼

f 2 δ cosð2ϑÞ:

ð8Þ
ð9Þ

This allows us to express μ2 as
μ2 ¼ f 2 ð2λ þ δÞ;

ð10Þ

and the mass mixing matrix between σ and ρ can be written
as


 
 
σ
4ðλ þ δÞ − 2δ sin2 ð2ϑÞ −δ sinð4ϑÞ
:
σ ρ f2
ρ
−δ sinð4ϑÞ
2δ sin2 ð2ϑÞ
ð11Þ

Finally, we define the mass eigenstates by


h
H

where




¼

cos θ
− sin θ

 
ρ
;
cos θ
σ
sin θ

ð12Þ

2f 2 δ sinð4ϑÞ
;
m2H − m2h

cosð2θÞ ¼

4f 2 ½λ þ δcos2 ð2ϑÞ
;
m2H − m2h
ð13Þ

and
m2H;h

We label the VEVs of the two fields
vA ¼ vEW ¼
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qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃi
¼ 2f λ þ δ  λ2 þ δð2λ þ δÞ cos2 ð2ϑÞ :
2

h

ð14Þ

We refer to h and H as the light and heavy Higgs boson,
respectively. The scalar potential guarantees that the masses
of the eigenstates satisfy the relation
mH ≥ mh cot ϑ ¼ mh

mT
;
mt

ð15Þ

where mT and mt correspond to the masses of the twin and
SM top quark, respectively. In the Appendix we show that
the couplings of the light Higgs to SM particles has a factor
of cosðϑ − θÞ compared to that of the SM Higgs boson,
while the couplings of the heavy Higgs to SM particles has
a factor of sinðϑ − θÞ. Similarly, the couplings of h to twin
particles are those of a SM Higgs boson with vEW → vTwin
multiplied by sinðϑ − θÞ, while the couplings of H to twin
states are those of a SM Higgs boson with vEW → vTwin
multiplied by cosðϑ − θÞ.
Because the couplings of the light Higgs and twin Higgs
are related to the SM Higgs couplings by simple factors we
can immediately write down their production cross sections
in terms of the SM predictions:
σðpp → hÞ ¼ cos2 ðϑ − θÞσðpp → hðmh ÞÞSM ;
σðpp → HÞ ¼ sin2 ðϑ − θÞσðpp → hðmH ÞÞSM :

ð16Þ

Here σðpp → hðmÞÞSM denotes the SM Higgs production
cross section for a Higgs boson of mass m. The LHC Higgs
Cross Section Working Group has calculated precise values
for the SM Higgs boson production cross section as a
function of its mass [42]. We obtain the production cross
sections for either h or H at the LHC by modifying these
results according to Eq. (16).
The cosðϑ − θÞ factor leads to deviations in the observed
rates of the SM-like Higgs boson [22]. However, in the
limit mH → mh cot ϑ, θ becomes equal to ϑ, eliminating the
deviations. Unfortunately, in the same limit the fine-tuning
in the model increases and becomes comparable to that in
the SM unless mH > mT [38].
This tuning appears because in these regions of the
parameter space the SUð4Þ breaking terms in the Higgs
potential, Eq. (1) become comparable to the symmetry
preserving terms. In this limit the global symmetry is nearly
destroyed and so the Higgs, as a pNGB, receives large
corrections to its mass. In [38] it is shown that the ratio of
corrections to the Higgs mass parameter in the twin Higgs
model to the SM with equal cutoff, and hence the relative
improvement in fine-tuning, is given by
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m2H m2t
:
m2h m2T

ð17Þ

In the figures that follow we shade the regions with mH <
mT to highlight that such regions of parameter space do not
significantly improve fine-tuning beyond that of the SM
with equal cutoff.
We show the ratio of ðσ × BRÞ in the FTH model to the
SM prediction
σðpp → hÞFTH × BRðh → SMÞFTH
;
σðpp → hÞSM × BRðh → SMÞSM

ð18Þ

as a function of mH and mT in Fig. 1 as the blue contours.
LHC measurements have already determined the SM-like
Higgs boson rates to be within 20% of the SM prediction
[43], and therefore the area to the left of the 80% contour in
Fig. 1 is excluded. By the end of its high luminosity run, the
LHC is projected to probe deviations at the 10% level [44].
As we can see in Fig. 1, Higgs coupling measurements
favor mT ≥ 350 GeV. The bound in Eq. (15) requires
mH ≥ 250 GeV, but the tuning bound mH > mT is more
constraining. Together these imply that the twin Higgs is
heavy enough to decay to real pairs of SM top quarks, the
light Higgs, and weak vector bosons, which dominate the
visible decay width. Both ATLAS [45] and CMS [46] have
made high luminosity (HL-LHC) projections for discovering a heavy scalar in the H → ZZ → 4l channel, see also
[47]. Both the exclusion and discovery projections can be
translated into the FTH parameter space. We do this by
modifying the Higgs cross section working group production cross sections according to Eq. (16), and multiplying
by the branching fraction BRðH → ZZÞ in the FTH model,
comparing the result with the experimental limits. The
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FIG. 1. Reach of HL-LHC from heavy Higgs to ZZ → 4l
shown as the red and green shaded regions. The blue contours
indicate the ratio of ðσ × BRÞ of the light Higgs to that of the SM
Higgs. In the orange region, the fine-tuning is not significantly
improved relative to the SM. The gray shaded region is
theoretically inaccessible due to the lower bound on the mass
of the heavy Higgs.

resulting CMS discovery reach (green) and the exclusion
reach of both experiments (red) are shown in Fig. 1. While
discovery is possible for lighter mH , reaching to higher
(somewhat more natural) heavy Higgs masses requires
different search strategies.
In the rest of this paper we study the rare but distinctive
decay channel of the light and heavy Higgs bosons to
glueball states. As shown in [48], the lightest glueball G0 has
a small mixing with the light Higgs, leading to displaced
decays. The heavy Higgs also couples to hidden glueballs,
and with a larger effective coupling since the heavy Higgs is
mostly a twin sector particle. However, because the pNGBs
dominate the width of H, the branching fraction to twin
glueballs is suppressed, BRðH → gB gB Þ ∼ 10−4 . This, along
with the reduced production cross section, makes it difficult
to discover the heavy Higgs through direct decays to
glueballs.
Fortunately, there is another path from the twin Higgs to
glueballs: the light Higgs. As long as they are all kinematically accessible, the heavy Higgs decays equally to each of
the pNGBs of the broken global symmetry, the electroweak
(EW) gauge bosons of each sector and the light Higgs. These
decays dominate the H width, giving each pNGB a branching fraction of about 1=7. For smaller mH , kinematic effects
reduce the branching to the heavier twin states, increasing
the light Higgs rate, so in general BRðH → hhÞ ≳ 1=7. If
one of these light Higgs bosons subsequently decays into
glueballs, the final state contains a DV recoiling against the
SM-like decay products of the second light Higgs, which
facilitates triggering. When the top partner mass is not too
heavy, this channel produces many more glueballs than
direct decays of the heavy twin Higgs to twin glue.
III. PROPERTIES OF TWIN GLUEBALLS
Having reviewed the scalars in the twin Higgs setup, we
turn our attention to the twin glueballs, the lightest hadrons
in the twin sector when the twin quarks are heavy. The
spectrum of pure SUð3Þ gauge theories has been computed
on the lattice [49,50]. There are 12 stable JPC eigenstates in
the glueball spectrum, the lightest of which is the 0þþ state.
This state, which we refer to as G0 , has mass m0 , while the
heaviest states have masses ≲3m0 . The glueball spectrum is
directly tied to the strong scale of twin QCD, with m0 ≈
6.8ΛQCD in the MS renormalization scheme. Assuming that
the Z2 symmetry forces the SM and twin QCD couplings to
be equal at the UV cutoff scale, ΛQCD , and thereby the
glueball mass spectrum, is determined from the running of
the twin strong coupling constant and is a function of the
twin quark masses. In the FTH setup, the range of interest
for m0 is found to be 15–30 GeV [39].
In [48] the decays of the glueballs of a hidden QCD
sector were computed. The starting point of the analysis is
the effective coupling of the Higgs to the hidden gluon field
strengths
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ð6Þ

δL

 
αBs y2
jHj2 TrGμν Gμν
¼
3π M2
 
αBs y2
v hGa Gaμν :
⊃
6π M 2 EW μν

ð19Þ

Here αBs is the strong coupling constant in the hidden sector
and
p
ﬃﬃﬃ Tin the second 2line 2we have set H → ð0; ðvEW þ hÞ=
2Þ . The factor ½y =M  is model dependent, and we now
calculate it for the FTH setup.
For this, we can apply the Higgs low-energy theorems
[51–53] to the twin Higgs construction. In particular, the
operator of interest is contained in [54]
αBs aðBÞ aðBÞμν X
δbi ln m2i ðhÞ;
Gμν G
16π
i

ð20Þ

where the sum is over particles in the fundamental
representation of SUð3ÞB and δbi is 2=3 for a Dirac
fermion. Note that, in the SM, mt ðhÞ ¼ mt ð1 þ h=vEW Þ,
which leads to the well-known coefficient of the
operator [55]
αs λ2t
jHj2 Gaμν Gaμν :
24π m2t

ð21Þ

From Eq. (A13), we find the equivalent twin Higgs result

mT ðhÞ ¼ mT


h
1−
sinðϑ − θÞ :
vTwin

ð22Þ

which leads to



y2
tan ϑ
¼ 2 sinðϑ − θÞ:
2vEW
M2

ð23Þ
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the glueball decay lengths are quite sensitive to the glueball
mass and the twin top mass.
The G0 lifetime as a function of glueball mass and twin
top mass is shown in Fig. 2. We use HDECAY [56] to
calculate the SM Higgs width for mh < 125 GeV. Note that
near the lower bound on the heavy Higgs mass the decay
lengths become much longer as sinðϑ − θÞ becomes
smaller. However, this is not in the region of parameter
space that is of interest, since it corresponds to mH < mT ,
where the theory is fine-tuned.
The G0 lifetime is typically much shorter than the other
glueball states, though the nature of states near the cutoff
[30] can allow 0−þ to decay on collider timescales. In this
paper, we take a conservative approach and we only
consider DV signals arising from G0 production from
heavy and light Higgs decays.
In the case of the light Higgs, we assume that due to
kinematics no more than two glueballs are produced. Once
again this is a conservative assumption since we are leaving
out events with a potentially higher glueball multiplicity,
and where each glueball has a smaller boost, and is
therefore more likely to decay in the inner part of the
detector. With this assumption we have
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
4m2
BRðh → G0 G0 Þ ≈ BRðh → gB gB Þ 1 − 20 · κ h ;
mh

where gB represents the twin gluon and κ h is a multiplicative factor specified by nonperturbative physics. It
accounts for how often the produced glueballs are pairs
of G0 , as opposed to the heavier states. We discuss the
range of interest for κ h below.
We cannot make similar assumptions about the direct
decays of the heavy Higgs into glueballs. Since mH ≫ m0
we expect two glueball jets rather than a simple two-body
1000

The dimension-6 operator in Eq. (19) allows glueballs to
decay to SM particles through an off-shell Higgs. The
decay width for G0 decaying to two SM particles is given
by [48]
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where 4παBs FS0þþ ¼ 4παBs h0jTrGμν GðBÞμν j0þþ i ≈ 2.3m30
2
[39] and ΓSM
h→SM ðm0 Þ is the decay width of a SM Higgs
with mass m0 . Consequently, G0 has exactly the branching
fractions of a SM Higgs with mass m0 . Also, because
2
7
ΓSM
h→SM ðm0 Þ ∼ m0 the total G0 width scales as m0 . Based on
Eq. (23) the width also scales like sin4 ϑ. This means that
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FIG. 2. Contours of the log10 meter
as a function of the glueball
mass m0 and the twin top-quark mass mT . The solid (dashed)
contours take the mass of the heavy Higgs to be 1000 (500) GeV.
Near the lower bound of the heavy Higgs mass the decay lengths
become arbitrarily long.
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FIG. 3. Shaded regions denote the parameter space excluded by ATLAS exotic Higgs decay DV search [62] for glueball masses from
10 to 13 GeV on left and 14 to 16 GeV on the right.

decay. A simple estimate of the number of glueballs
produced, as in [57], can be obtained by including a factor.
"

12π
hnðE2CM Þi ∝ exp
33

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
#
6
1 B 2
þ lnαs ðECM Þ ;
παBs ðE2CM Þ 4

ð26Þ

which is the multiplicity of any given hadron in the
massless limit. While this corrects for the glueball multiplicity, it does not produce the kinematic distribution for the
glueballs needed for a collider study. To account for both
multiplicity and kinematics we employ a pure glue parton
shower [58] to produce the plausible kinematics of these
glueballs.1 This shower automatically produces the multiplicity scaling of Eq. (26). However, we are still left with a
nonperturbative input κ H about the relative abundance of
0þþ glueballs at the end of the shower.
One way to estimate these glueball abundances is by
using a thermal partition functions with T ∼ ΛQCD0 [60].
Since the glueball masses are almost an order of magnitude
above the confinement scale, Boltzmann suppression significantly favors the lightest state G0 , despite the small
mass differences. This thermal argument implies κ H ∼ 0.5,
but is likely to change at lower H masses. Furthermore,
for glueball production in exotic Higgs decays, less energy
is available so κ h may well be much greater than 0.5.
Indeed, some or all of the heavier glueball final states are
forbidden if m0 ≳ 20 GeV. For this work, we simply
assume κH ¼ 0.5 as a benchmark.
So far we have neglected completely how twin quarks
can affect the twin hadron spectrum. The variety of their
effects is outlined in [27] and further explored in [61]. In
short, depending on the values of ΛQCD0 and the twin
bottom Yukawa coupling, bound states of twin bottom
quarks can play a significant role in the decays of the twin
1

Higgs. To avoid these complications, we make the simplifying assumption that the twin bottom Yukawa is large
enough to ensure that G0 is the lightest hadron.

See also [59] for a different approach in studying the glueball
multiplicity in the final state.

IV. EXISTING CONSTRAINTS AND FUTURE
EXPERIMENTAL PROSPECTS
In this section, we review existing constraints on the twin
Higgs setup from DV-based searches, starting with light
Higgs production and decay, and then processes involving
the heavy Higgs. We evaluate the discovery prospects for
the H → hh → DV þ X channel, and how a discovery in
this channel may provide valuable information about the
underlying physics.
A. Light Higgs decays
For light long-lived particles produced in the decays of
the light Higgs, the muon system is a promising place to
look for decays, and existing searches (see Fig. 11 of [62])
place constraints on cτ as a function of mass that are
relevant for the glueballs in the FTH setup. In Fig. 3 we
translate the experimental limits of this analysis into
bounds on the FTH parameter space. We shade those
regions, for a given glueball mass, that are excluded by the
ATLAS search. The experimental results are only given for
a few mass benchmarks, so we are forced to make certain
approximations. For the masses plotted in Fig. 3, we use the
experimental exclusion curve for the 15 GeV scalar and as a
result, the exclusion regions for m0 < 15 GeV are somewhat aggressive. For each point in parameter space the
Higgs branching ratio into glueballs and the glueball decay
length are calculated, and compared with the experimental
exclusion curve. Glueballs with mass below 10 GeV have
decay lengths that are too long for to be excluded, while
those with masses above 16 GeV have decay lengths that
are too short to produce enough events in the muon system.
With the added luminosity of the remaining LHC runs,
the sensitivity to displaced exotic Higgs decays will
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FIG. 4. Projected region of parameter space excluded by muon
system DV searches [63] from Higgs decays to glueballs of mass
10 GeV as well as masses in the [20,25] GeV range. For the
definition of the tuned and unphysical regions, see Sec. II.

increase. In Ref. [63] these muon system searches were
extrapolated through the high luminosity run (HL-LHC).
In Fig. 4 we apply these extrapolations to the FTH
parameter space using the same procedure as in Fig 3.
Once again, since only benchmark masses of 10, 25, and
40 GeV were used by the experimental analysis, we
approximate the sensitivity to intermediate glueball masses
by using the experimental results of the closest mass
benchmark. We find that the heavier glueballs are not
expected to be constrained for low mT . As we will soon
demonstrate, these regions of lighter mT and heavier m0 can
be probed by relying on the heavy Higgs.
In Ref. [39], LHC projections of displaced Higgs decays
were made for other search strategies. These searches use
the tracker rather than the muon system, providing access to
shorter decay lengths, and therefore heavier glueballs; see
also [40]. While the projected sensitivity appears promising, these types of searches have not yet been implemented
experimentally, and no detailed estimation of backgrounds
is currently available. Of course, the introduction of new
instrumentation and search strategies, such as [64] may
well yield even stronger results than these extrapolations
suggest. The sensitivity of future lepton colliders have also
been shown to have great potential to discover these
displaced Higgs decays [65].
B. Heavy Higgs to glueballs
We start by considering the direct decay of the heavy
Higgs to twin gluons. This signal event rate depends strongly
on branching fraction BRðH → gB gB Þ ∼ 10−4 . While this
number is small, it is off-set somewhat by the number of
glueballs that are produced as a result of the twin QCDshower and hadronization into glueball states, including G0
which results in DV signatures observable at the LHC.
Triggering is the greatest challenge for this channel. The
heavy Higgs is produced primarily through gluon fusion,
which does not provide additional objects in the event to

PHYS. REV. D 99, 075029 (2019)
trigger on. Relying on hard jets from initial state radiation,
or the Vector-Boson-Fusion (VBF) production channel
reduces the signal rate to a level that makes discovery
impossible. Dedicated DV triggers seem the best hope for
this decay mode. Note the significant contrast between the
heavy and light Higgs cases. The number of light Higgses
produced is large enough that VBF and associated production triggers can still provide meaningful sensitivity into
the parameter region of interest.
ATLAS has employed such dedicated triggers in the
hadron calorimeter [66,67] and in the muon system [62,68].
Unfortunately, these searches are not sufficiently sensitive
to the FTH setup. The lighter glueball masses for which the
decay length is long enough to produce DV signatures in
the hadron calorimeter and the muon system are already in
tension with constraints from DV searches in light Higgs
decays.
For the glueball masses of interest to us, the majority of
the DVs occur in the tracker. The only dedicated tracker DV
trigger used so far is the HT trigger used by CMS [69,70].
In these searches HT is defined as the scalar sum of the
transverse energies of all jets passing certain selection cuts,
which are optimized for the decay of heavier particles.
Since in the FTH setup, G0 is only one of several possible
glueballs in the final state, and due to additional efficiency
factors for the DV occurring in the active detector volume,
no more than a few events are likely to pass these cuts even
at high luminosity.
C. Heavy Higgs to di-Higgs
As we now show, the H → hh → DV þ X is a more
promising discovery channel in the FTH setup. The heavy
Higgs branching fraction is BRðH → hhÞ ≳ 1=7, while the
light Higgs branching fraction, suppressed by the small
mixing between it and the glueball states, varies between
10−2 to 10−5 as the twin top mass varies between 400 and
1000 GeV. This leaves enough room for one light Higgs to
decay to glueball states, leading to a DV as well as missing
transverse energy (Emis
T ), while the other decays visibly,
facilitating triggering. This is shown in Fig. 5. This final
state can satisfy the search criteria of the ATLAS study
requiring only one DV [71]. While backgrounds are larger
for a single DV in the final state, the search of Ref. [71]
requires a large (nTracks ≥ 5) number of tracks emerging
from the DV with an invariant mass above 10 GeV,
reducing the expected background to 0.02 events at
32.8 fb−1 at 13 TeV. In this section we recast this
experimental analysis for the FTH scenario.
We estimate the signal acceptance for this search in the
FTH model using Monte Carlo simulation. In particular, we
simulate the kinematics of heavy twin Higgs production in
MADGRAPH [72], and we take the production cross section
values from the Higgs Cross Section Working Group [42],
modifying them according to Eq. (16) for the FTH model.
The decays of H → hh, h → bb̄ and h → G0 G0 are
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FIG. 5. Diagram for the H → hh → DV þ X channel. One
light Higgs decays visibly while the other decays to glueballs,
leading to a DV, visible objects and Emis
for triggering in the
T
event.

isotropic. The ATLAS search requires a prompt dijet, which
in the FTH is typically provided by the Higgs decays to b’s,
but we do not tag them. The jets must pass preselection cuts
pT > 25 GeV, but since they are only used to define the
missing energy, the entire calorimeter can be used. In our
simulations we take a more conservative requirement of
jηj < 3. The DV preselection cuts are summarized in
Table I.
For the G0 decay, we focus our attention on the bb̄ final
state, taking the associated branching fraction into account.
The decay products of the b’s generically provide sufficiently many tracks to satisfy the nTracks ≥ 5 and the mDV >
10 GeV requirements. We use FEYNRULES [73] and
MADGRAPH interfaced with PYTHIA8 [74] to simulate
the G0 decays, reading off the final state tracks from the
PYTHIA event record. After boosting the decaying G0
particles according to the kinematic distributions described
above, we impose the selection cuts of Table I. The Emis
T ≥
250 GeV requirement can be satisfied, if only inefficiently,
due to the second glueball that escapes the detector and
carries away invisible momentum.
In Fig. 6 we show the contours (in red) of the fraction of
events where the DV takes place in the tracker volume
specified in [71], and where the tracks meet the selection
requirements as a function of mH and m0 . For nearly the
entire parameter region, this fraction is above ≳90% for
production through gluon fusion (left) and VBF (right). In
plotting the blue contours, the nTracks requirement is
increased from 5 to 6, which according to [71] leads to
an additional background reduction by more than 50%.
A potential concern for the FTH setup is a reduction in the
TABLE I. Preselection cuts for displaced vertices in the search
of [71]. In final selection the Emis
T cut is increased to 250 GeV.
Prompt dijet
pT >25 GeV, jηj < 3
DV
nTracks ≥5 with pT Track > 1 GeV, mDV > 10 GeV
Event
Emis
T >130 GeV

DV reconstruction efficiency due to the displaced nature of
b-meson decays. However, this is expected to be a small
effect for the b-meson boost factors corresponding to the
range of glueball mass we consider.
When calculating the final signal rate, in addition to the
geometric acceptance plotted in Fig. 6, we also factor into
our analysis the DV reconstruction efficiency given in
Fig. 2(b) of [71], and we add an additional multiplicative
factor of 0.55 corresponding to the fraction of the tracker
volume that can be used for DV reconstruction. In Fig. 7 we
plot contours of the expected number of signal events at the
HL-LHC, assuming 14 TeV collisions and 3000 fb−1 of
luminosity, for three glueball masses: 20, 25, and 30 GeV.
The ATLAS collaboration has studied how this search can be
applied to the HL-LHC [75], with two options for the
background rate extrapolation: a linear scaling with the
luminosity which yields 1.8þ1.8
−0.9 events, or a more optimistic
scenario with a total expected background of 0.020.02
−0.01 . In
either case, we take a simplistic approach and we consider an
expected signal event count of 5 to be sufficient for exclusion,
and a signal count of 10 to be sufficient for discovery.
We see from Fig. 7 that the heavy Higgs can be
discovered for smaller mT and heavier m0. Recall from
Sec. IVA that DV’s arising from light Higgs decays probe a
complementary region of parameter space. Therefore, the
parameter space can be explored more completely by
leveraging both searches. These searches are most powerful
at higher mH , where the glueball escaping the detector
carries away more energy, but this increase in efficiency is
eventually counteracted by the reduction in the H production cross section.
The escaping glueball typically has enough transverse
energy to satisfy the preselection cut Emis
T > 130 GeV,
mis
while the full selection cut of ET > 250 GeV presents a
significant challenge, requiring larger H masses and hence
lower production cross sections. In Fig. 8 we show how
relaxing the Emis
T cut changes the discovery contour (for 10
signal events after all cuts) for the three glueball mass
benchmarks. The outermost region corresponds to the
preselection cut, and the innermost to the final selection
cut used in [71]. We see that reducing the cut threshold even
mildly can substantially increase the discovery reach. Of
course, relaxing the Emis
T cut will increase the background
rate. However, since the cut value used in [71] was
optimized for a very different signal model, a lower cut
may well yield an enhanced discovery reach for the FTH
scenario. As we saw in Fig. 6, relaxing the Emis
T cut can also
be combined with a more stringent cut on the number of
tracks emerging from the DV for reducing the background,
without a significant reduction in the signal rate.
The search could be optimized for this scenario in other
ways. If all visible Higgs decays, instead of just jets, could
be used in the prompt trigger, than more signal events
would be recorded. Of course, the background estimation
would also need to be adjusted. Backgrounds might be
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FIG. 6. Contours of efficiency (red) for passing the DV preselection cuts summarized in Table I for a heavy twin Higgs produced
through gluon fusion (VBF) on the left (right). For the blue contours, the nTracks requirement is increased from 5 to 6.

relies on extracting parameters in the scalar potential from
prompt decays of the heavy Higgs. The discovery of
displaced glueball decays would make it possible to extend
the consistency check to the twin fermion sector.
In particular, measuring the glueball mass and lifetime
allows one to fit two otherwise undetermined model input
parameters. The glueball mass is proportional to the twin
QCD scale, which for simplicity we take to be equivalent to
the Landau pole in the one-loop running of αBs . Assuming
B
identical initial conditions for αA
s and αs at ΛUV , the Landau
pole is in turn determined by the twin quark masses, with the
twin top mass related to the SM top mass by a factor of tan ϑ.
If measurements similar to those described in Ref. [38] are

reduced in general by not simply using the prompt signal
for a trigger, but requiring that the particles reconstruct the
light Higgs. Indeed, reconstructing the prompt Higgs along
with a reduced Emis
T cut may lead to the greatest signal to
background ratio.
D. Exploring the twin sector
The displaced glueball decays offer more than a new
discovery channel for the heavy Higgs boson. They can also
be used to measure parameters of the underlying microscopic
physics, and test the self-consistency of the twin Higgs
mechanism. In Ref. [38] a similar strategy was proposed that
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FIG. 7. Contours of the number of the signal event count after all acceptance and efficiency factors have been taken into account, with
3000 fb−1 of luminosity at the HL-LHC (14 TeV). In the left, middle, and right plots, the mass of the G0 state is taken to be 20, 25, and
30 GeV respectively. In the orange shaded region, the tuning is not improved over the SM (see the discussion in Sec. II), while the blue
shaded region is in tension with Higgs coupling measurements.
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an analysis may improve the prospects of success. Finally,
the prediction of the signal event rate that is necessary for
probing the full symmetry structure of the twin Higgs
mechanism depends on additional order one factors arising
from twin hadronic matrix elements that may need to be
calculated more precisely, possibly through lattice studies.
V. CONCLUSION
We have investigated the prospects for discovering the
heavy Higgs in the FTH framework through displaced
decays of glueball states. While glueballs can be produced
by the direct decay of the heavy Higgs into twin gluons, this
1200

0.9

0.8
Higgs Coupling Sensitivity
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H Discovery
HL LHC

ETmis= 200 GeV

1000

mH (GeV)

performed at the HL-LHC that determine the relevant
parameters in the twin scalar sector, then a measurement
of the glueball mass adds an indirect probe of the UV
completion scale of the twin Higgs model. Furthermore, with
the glueball mass and the parameters in the twin scalar sector
known, Eq. (24) can be used to predict the lifetime of the
glueball, which can be tested against the experimental
measurement of cτ, providing a nontrivial check of the Z2
symmetry structure in the underlying model. The full
symmetry structure of the twin Higgs setup is defined not
only by the Z2 symmetry, but also the approximate SUð4Þ
global symmetry of the scalar sector. This latter symmetry
plays an essential role in setting the H → hh branching ratio,
and therefore a comparison of the expected and observed
signal event rates combined with the measurement of the
glueball mass and lifetime can be used to probe not only the
existence of the Z2 symmetry but the full symmetry structure
of the twin Higgs framework.
There are a number of challenges associated with this
proposal. As we have seen, the number of signal events is
generically not large, unless the Emis
cut is lowered to
T
below 250 GeV, and a low signal event count would
introduce significant statistical uncertainty into the measurements of both the glueball mass and its lifetime. The
glueball mass measurement also suffers from detector
(specifically, hadron calorimeter) energy resolution, unless
a sophisticated fitting procedure can be devised that relies
on track information alone. The prediction of the glueball
mass in terms of the twin QCD scale, as well as the matrix
elements appearing in the glueball lifetime prediction have
theoretical uncertainties which need to be propagated
through the calculations described above. Nevertheless,
the measurement of the glueball mass and lifetime appears
intriguing in terms of providing an indirect probe into the
twin fermion sector of the theory which is otherwise
experimentally inaccessible. It is important to realize that
a similar procedure applies to the displaced decays of the
light Higgs, and indeed the possibility of more DVs in such
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FIG. 9. Discovery prospects for the heavy Higgs in the FTH
setup at HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1 of luminosity at the HL-LHC
(14 TeV). The CMS reach is based on the prompt decay
H → ZZ → 4l, while the ATLAS reach is based on the
H → hh → DV þ X channel described in Sec. IV C. The dashed
contour shows the increase in the parameter region where 10
signal events pass all cuts when the Emiss
cut is reduced to
T
200 GeV. The blue contours indicate the ratio of ðσ × BRÞ of the
light Higgs to that of the SM Higgs. In the orange shaded region,
the tuning is not improved over the SM (see the discussion in
Sec. II).
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presents a challenge for triggering. However, the decay
channel H → hh → DV þ X is more promising. When one
light Higgs decays into twin glueballs, one of which decays
in the tracker, selection cuts such as those used in [71] can
be satisfied, making discovery possible. In addition, the
region where a DV-based search is sensitive is complementary to channels based on prompt decays of the heavy
Higgs, and displaced decays of the light Higgs. The reach
in these complementary channels is illustrated in Fig. 9,
with the DV-based search extending the HL-LHC’s heavy
Higgs discovery potential to larger values of mH . The
dramatic effect of reducing the Emis
T cut to 200 GeV is also
shown, with the sensitivity improving at still higher values
of mH , as well as higher values of mT . The DV-based
discovery region is contained within the region which will
be probed though Higgs coupling measurements indicated
by the blue contours. Therefore, the complementary information provided by the Higgs coupling measurements and
a discovery in the DV-based search can be combined to test
the twin Higgs framework, and probe the twin fermion
sector.
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APPENDIX: MODEL DETAILS
In this Appendix we provide some of the details of the
twin Higgs set up, see also [38]. We begin by determining
the potential parameters of Eq. (1) in terms of the mass
eigenstates:
λ2 ¼
δ¼

1
½ðm2H − m2h Þ2 − 4 cot2 ð2ϑÞm2H m2h ;
16f 4

1 h 2
ðmh þ m2H Þ −
4f 2

ðA1Þ

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃi
ðm2H − m2h Þ2 − 4m2h m2H cot2 ð2ϑÞ :
ðA2Þ

Note that in order to keep λ2 ≥ 0 we must have
mH
≥ j cotð2ϑÞj þ j cscð2ϑÞj:
mh

ðA3Þ

As we associate the mh with the observed 125 GeV Higgs
and expect ϑ < π=4, this gives a lower bound on mH as a
function of v=f:
mH ≥ mh cot ϑ ¼ mh

mT
:
mt

ðA4Þ

The kinetic term for H leads to







 2 2
1
1
σ 2
f g þ μ−
f 2 g2
σ 2 2 vþρ
μ
μ
μ
∂ σ∂ σ þ
1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ
W Aμ W A þ
∂ μ ρ∂ ρ þ
ZAμ ZA 1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ
sin pﬃﬃﬃ
2 μ
2
2
4cos2 θW
2f
2f
2f


 2 2
2

2 2
f g þ μ−
f g
σ
vþρ
þ
ZBμ ZμB 1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ
cos2 pﬃﬃﬃ :
W Bμ W B þ
2
4cos2 θW
2f
2f

ðA5Þ

From which we find
M2W A ¼

f 2 g2 2
sin ϑ;
2

M 2W B ¼

f 2 g2
cos2 ϑ;
2

with the Z boson masses related by the usual factor of cos θW . In the mass basis we have






σ 2 2 vþρ
2h
2H
1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ
¼ sin2 ϑ 1 þ
sin pﬃﬃﬃ
cosðϑ − θÞ þ
sinðϑ − θÞ þ    ;
vEW
vEW
2f
2f






σ 2 2 vþρ
2h
2H
2
1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ
¼ cos ϑ 1 −
cos pﬃﬃﬃ
sinðϑ − θÞ þ
cosðϑ − θÞ þ    ;
vTwin
vTwin
2f
2f
which determines the Higgs couplings.
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We now turn to the cubic Hhh coupling. The Higgs potential Eq. (1) includes


pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
1
5δf
δf
σ 3 2f λ þ δ − δsin2 ð2ϑÞ − σ 2 h pﬃﬃﬃ sinð4ϑÞ − σh2 2δf½1 − 3sin2 ð2ϑÞ þ h3 pﬃﬃﬃ sinð4ϑÞ:
2
2 2
2
This leads to the cubic term


pﬃﬃﬃ
δ
gHhh ≡ 2f 3ðλ þ δÞ sin θ sinð2θÞ − ½cos θ − 9 cosð3θÞ þ 2 cosðθ − 4ϑÞþ cosðθ þ 4ϑÞ þ 21 cosð3θ − 4ϑÞ :
8

ðA9Þ

ðA10Þ

The kinetic term adds
cos θ
pﬃﬃﬃ ½cos2 θH∂ μ h∂ μ h − 2 sin2 θh∂ μ H∂ μ h:
2f

ðA11Þ

Then the width of H into h pairs is
1
ΓðH → hhÞ ¼
32πmH

sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

 2
2
m2
2 cos θ
m
4m2
1 − 4 2h gHhh þ pﬃﬃﬃ ð1 þ sin2 θÞ H − m2h þ pﬃﬃﬃ h cos θsin2 θ :
2
mH
2f
2f

Finally we consider the top-quark sector. All other fermion couplings are similarly defined.
 

 




σ
vþρ
σ
vþρ
þ fqB tB 1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ cos pﬃﬃﬃ
:
λt fqA tA 1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ sin pﬃﬃﬃ
2f
2f
2f
2f
The mass basis couplings follow from

 



σ
vþρ
h
H
1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ sin pﬃﬃﬃ
¼ sin ϑ 1 þ
cosðϑ − θÞ þ
sinðϑ − θÞ þ    ;
vEW
vEW
2f
2f

 



σ
vþρ
h
H
1 þ pﬃﬃﬃ cos pﬃﬃﬃ
¼ cos ϑ 1 −
sinðϑ − θÞ þ
cosðϑ − θÞ þ    :
vTwin
vTwin
2f
2f
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